
0 T-shirt with I.F.A. logo - $5.00 
(Circle size) 
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T-shirt with Frisbee · disc World logo- $5.00 
(Circle size) 
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M (38-40) 

L (42-44) 
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0 Frisbee ' Hangers - The hangers are avail- ~~EE:' 
able in white, black, horizon blue, fire orange " 
and yellow - hot-stamped 1n metallic gold. 0...-. ~ 
Selection of 6 for $1 .00. 

Enclosed, find my check, 
money order or cash for the total amount of $, _____ _ 
California residents add 6% sales tax to all orders. 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery. 
Prices subject to change without notice 

Please Print Clearly 

Name __________________ __ 

Address -------------------

City --------------------

State _______________ Zip __ __ 

Post Office Box 970 I San Gabriel, California 91776 
Telephone (213) 287-2257 

There are over 95,000 members of the International 
Frisbee · disc Association around the world. Affiliate 
groups are active in England, Germany, Australia, 

Japan, Canada, Sweden and many other countries. 
Established in 1967, the I. F. A. is dedicated to 

greater appreciation of the Frisbee· disc. This appreciation 
ranges from the most pure recreational enjoyment to highly 

advanced competition. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION ENCLOSED 



OUR 
INVITATION 
You are invited to join us in our enjoyment of the 
pleasures and challenges of the Frisbee"' flying 
disc. We believe you will find membership in the 
International Frisbee disc Association an 
important part of your flying disc experience, no 
matter what your level of skill or favorite form 
of play. We look forward to your membership. 

THE PURE Few activities are as enjoyable as play with the 
FUN Frisbee disc. Even the beginner can thrill to its 

soaring flight and the satisfaction of a catch 
well-made. Flying disc play always involves the 
surroundings. The ocean breeze gives it special 
life when curving high over the waves or skipping 
across the sand . The forest presents a special 
challenge to curve the disc to your partner and its 
calm air produces a particularly graceful flight. 
Each throw and catch presents a new insight - a 
new pleasure. With increasing competence 
comes greater control and even greater 
appreciation of the unique flight of the Frisbee 
flying disc. 

THE BASIC One of the most fascinating aspects of play with 
SKILLS the disc is that it can be thrown and caught in 

such a wide variety of ways. An apparently 
limitless challenge is presented by the following 
techniques. Each new addition contributes to 
one's pleasure in the sport, adds new dimensions 
of play and leads to other skills. 

THE 
THROWS 

BACKHAND Grip: 
Hold as indicated with the thumb on top and the 
index finger just under the rim. The middle finger 
should be extended toward the center with the 
fourth and little finger curled back against the rim 
Grip lightly! 

Backswing: 
Start with arm extended toward the target and rol l 
the disc towards body as you bring your arm 
back. The wrist and the forearm should be coiled 
like a spring . Keep the edge of the disc towards 
target slightly raised. 



Curve: 
A backhand throw, only tilt the disc in direction of 
desired curve. Throw in a relaxed and easy 
manner. 

Skip: 
Start with the same motion and position used for 
a curve left. The disc should hit ground on the 
forward edge - not flat - about halfway to 
target, skip , and fly up to catcher. 

OVERHAND Grip the Frisbee" disc with thumb underneath disc 
and fingers on top, with wrist cocked backward. 
Throw keeping arm straight and at near to 
shoulder level. Snap wrist forward at point of 
release. 

SIDEARM Hold the disc with two fingers on underside, 
thumb on top and wrist cocked backward. Swing 
arm downward at about a 30° angle to body. 
Keep leading edge of the disc tilted down. Snap 
wrist forward at point of release. 



THE 
CATCHES 
Positioning and reading the flight of the Frisbee" 
disc is the key to consistent trick-catching . The 
following illustrates some of the basic catches. 

Tipping 
By lightly tipping the 
disc in the center, it 

can be kept aloft and 
in control. Strike 

sl ightly off-center and 
adjust angle. L------' 

THE FUN 
OF COLLECTING 
Another interesting dimension of the disc world is 
collecting- and displaying - Frisbee discs, old, 
special , rare or current models. 
The discs are colorful and interesting as displayed 
upon the wall of any room, and there are eighteen 
current models to choose from. In add ition , 
Wham-0 periodically produces special collector's 
discs which are sold through retail stores and the 
I.FA for a limited time. 
For the collector, Wham-0 is now producing the 
Frisbee display hanger. 
The hangers are avai lable in white, black, horizon 
blue, fire orange and yellow - hot-stamped in 
metallic gold. Selection of 6 for $1.00. 



PLEASE SEND ME: 

0 

0 

0 
0 

Lifetime I.F.A. membership- $4.00 
-includes personalized card , 
certificate and proficiency manual. 
(foreign, $5 50) 

Subscription to Frisbee disc World 
Magazine - 6 issues - $5.00 
(foreign, $9.50) 

For results of competition, 
articles on technique and 
plenty of photos - a 
unique publication. 

I.F.A. Sew-On Patch - $1 .25 

I.F.A. Window Decal- 50¢ 

0 Frisbee disc 
Bumper Sticker- 75¢ ea. 

0 Frisbee~- a book by Dr. Johnson - $6.00 

~i~:g i n~i~~!3~~s~~r~:;~cts f\{\S\\E\~ L j 
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of the early sport. ~;.- , • i> ~FRISBEE 

F i bee B The M t -• ·• " - -, ti~E MASTERS r s '" y as ers - ; .. : : , • ~ ~ 
by Charles Tips - $6.00 ,." • VI 0 
The best ever on state of ~ 1---' 
the art play. A must for all · .-1 
players. • .; 
The Frisbee Player's Handbook - b " 

by Mark Danna and Dan Poynter - $8.95 0 
A unique package of information 4 · # 
for all players of all levels in its .' FRISBEE 

own special Frisbee disc. 1 ~~~~/ 

0_.J 

THE GAMES 
AND EVENTS 
Over the years, players have developed many 
Frisbee®flying disc games and events. They 
range from individual skill contests to team 
games: 

INDIVIDUAL 
EVENTS 

DISTANCE Players throw from behind a foul line. Distance is 
measured from line to the point the Frisbee disc 
strikes the ground. Success relies on strength, 
coordination and sound knowledge of disc flight 
characteristics. 
World Indoor Records-
Men, 284 feet- Women, 222.5 feet- Senior, 
174 feet 
World Outdoor Records -
Men, 412 feet- Women, 283 feet , 6 inches
Senior, 230 feet 
Preferred discs -, 119-G,® 141-G, ® 

Super Pro~ Professional 

THROW (T. R. & C.) - Players throw a "boomerang " flight 
RUN & into the air and catch the return fl ight cleanly in 
CATCH one hand. Distance is measured from the edge of 

the 4-yard diameter throwing circle to the point of 
first contact in the catching attempt. Run-up may 
be taken outside of the cirsle. Strong throws and 
swift running is required for good distance. 
World Records -
Men, 247.5 feet- Women, 152.5 feet- Senior, 
116 feet 
Preferred Disc- 119-G~ Fastback, 141-G~ 
Professional, Super Pro 



ACCURACY Players receive four attempts from each throwing 
line. Any order of attempts is permissible. Total 
hits (disc passes entirely through hoop) out of 28 
total attempts constitutes player's score. 
FIELD LAYOUT AND TARGET 

Target 

T ' . ///1[,,, 
25' ~15 // I ', ~(15 yards) 

// I ',J(25 yards) { , / : ' ' 

15 a'rds I 
SIDE VIEW T y FRONT VIEW 

Hoop 

I 
I 
I -+- 25 yards 
I 
I 
I 
I 

6 ft. ~ 35 yards 

World Records-
Men, 21 of 28- Women, 15 of 28- Senior, 15 
of 28 
Preferred Discs -141·G~119-G~165·G:"' 
Master"' 

:REESTYLE Piayers are judged by fellow competitors on a 
1-10 scale based on subjective evaluation of 
level of difficulty, creativity, consistency, etc . 
Teams get five minutes to perform, usually with 
musical background. Seven player judges are 
used in Finals. 
Preferred Discs - Super Pro': 165-G~ 141-G~ 
11 9-G~97·G8 

MAXIMUM (M.T.A.)- Players throw "boomerang" flight into 
TIME the air and catch the return flight cleanly in one 

ALOFT hand. Time is measured from release until first 
contact in the catching attempt. Strength and 
knowledge of the wind are necessary for good 
times. 
World Records-
Men, 15.0 seconds- Women, 9.9 seconds
Senior, 9.5 seconds 

Preferred Discs - 11 9-G~ Fastback:" 
Professional~ 97-Gs 
(choice depends greatly upon wind conditions). 

DISC GOLF Analogous to ball golf, Disc Golf is played 
in a similar fashion. Players throw from the tee, 
curve around hazards and hole-out. by hitting 
natural objects or standardized poles, baskets, 
etc. Accuracy, distance and careful strategy are 
required for championship play. 
Preferred Discs- 11 9-G~141·G~165-G:"' 
Super Pro"" 

DOUBL~ A doubles game in which a pair defends a 12 x 
Dl~ 12 meter court. The courts are separated by a 

C U 15-meter neutral area. Each point begins with (D.~. .) one player on each team throwing the disc to 
the opponent's court. Scoring occurs when a 
team drops a disc, has a disc land in their court 
or holds both discs. Good shot variety and 
placement are the keys to competitive success. 

Preferred Discs - Matched discs must be 
used. The 119-G®Is most popular. 

TEAM SPORTS 
ULTIMATE A field game played with seven players on each 

team. The Frisbee~disc is moved from player to 
player by passing and goals are scored by 
throwing to a team member in the end zone. It is 
played intercollegiately, interscholastically, and 
by various clubs. 
Preferred Discs- Master;"' 165·G8 (tournament 
play), 141-G® 

GUTS Two teams of five players each face each other 
across a 14-meter neutral zone. The disc is 
thrown at great velocity across this zone with 
points being scored for wild throws or missed 
catches. All throws must be caught cleanly in one 
hand. 
Preferred Disc -Professlonal""(tournament 
play), 119-G® 



THE 
COMPETITION 
STATE AND LOCAL CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Many small contests are held each year 
sponsored by I.F.A. clubs, often working with 
radio stations, banks or other local merchants. 
These meets often provide the first competitive 
experience for many flying disc players. 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES MEETS 
There are fifteen National Championship meets 
each season hosted by Frisbee~ disc clubs across 
the United States. Through these events, players 
qualify for the World Frisbee disc Championship"" 
in August. 
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Eastern and Western National Championships 
are held in Ultimate each year. 
World and National events are held in Guts. 
WORLD JR. FRISBEE® disc CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Open to all boys and girls 15 years old and 
younger, throughout the United States. 
Co-sponsored by Wham-0 Mfg. Co. and 
community parks and recreation departments 
who conduct contests according to national 
guidelines. There are no entry fees. Awards are 
provided by the sponsors. Competition at local 
recreation departments begins in June of each 
year and runs through August until all Regional 
Finals are completed. National Finals are held in 
the latter part of the year. There are a series of 
catching and throwing events, testing accuracy 
and distance skills. 

WORLD FRISBEE® disc CHAMPIONSHIPS 
In August of each year, the World Individual 
Frisbee disc Championships are held. World titles 
are granted in Distance, M.T.A. , Disc Golf 
Freestyle and Double Disc Court. Overall 
titles are contested in three divisions: Men, 
Women and Seniors ( 45 years + ). 

THE 
CLUBS 
There is no element more important in the 
International Frisbee~ disc Association than the 
local c lubs. This organization is the basis of most 
members' experience with the flying disc. These 
groups are also important as training grounds for 
national and international competition and as the 
host organizations for these competitions. 
The International Frisbee disc Association is very 
interested in strengthening all such groups and 
maximizing the information flow between them. 
To th is end, we have instituted the I.F.A. 
affiliate program. 
Any group of players which numbers over 15, 
may apply for affiliate status with the I.F.A. 
merely by demonstrating that 75% of their 
membership is registered with the International 
Frisbee disc Association. 

THE 
PROFICIENCY 
LEVELS 
The I.F.A. recognizes three proficiency levels: 
Expert, Master and World Class Master. Each is 
attained by testing members against certain skill 
standards. There are currently 443 Masters and 
85 World Class Masters among the membership. 
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